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DESIGN OF GABL1D ANI) MULTI-STORY PFLAMES 

BY PLASTIC MOMENT DISTRIBUTION 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Developtnent of Plastic Design Techniques 

Plastic design is not new. Its basic concept 

is generally credited to Dr. Gabor Kazinczy of Hungary, 

who published literature on the subject in l9]J.. (9). 

Dr. Kazinozy developed methods of plastic design sinilar 

to those In use today, and apartment buildinR,s desined 

by these methods were actually constructed. However, 

Pr, Kazinczy's work lacked completeness and was riot 

verified by experimentation. 

In Great Britain in 1936, interest arid research 

in the field of plastic design increased rapidly due to 

the efforts of J. F. Baker and his associates. Proress 

was slowed during World War II, but was accelerated 

afterward in the United States as well as in OEreat Britain, 

The result has been the development of comprehensive 

plastic analysis and design procedures for certain type8 
of structures. In l99 the American Institute of Steel 

Construction published specifications governing plastic 

design in steel (1). The scope of these specifications 

is quite limited; nevertheless, many structures propor- 

tioned on the basis o these specifications have been 
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constructed. Construction based on similar rules has been 

extensive in Great Britain since l95L. 

Research is continuing In the United States and 

elsewhere, and lt is to be expected that present specifi- 

cations will not only be revised but will be broadened to 

Include structures beyond the scope of existing specifi- 

cations. 

The Role of Ductility 

Mild steel has the property of being able to 

undergo, without danger of failure, very large deforma- 

tions after having been stressed to the yield point. This 

characteristic inelastic, or plastic, property is known as 

ductility. A typical stress-strain curve for mild steel 

is shown in Figure 1. or the purposes of plastic design, 

the stress-strain characteristics used are those indicated 

by the idealized curve of Figure 1. StraIns of fron eight 

to fifteen times the strain at first yielding occur with- 

out sipnificant changes in the stress level, which has a 

value of approximately 33,000 pounds per square inch for 

ASTM A? steel. This part of the stress-strain relation- 

ship Is called the plastic rane. Strains beyond the 

plastic range uust be acconpanled. by stress increases. 

Strain-hardening is the result. This part of the stress- 

strain relationship Is known as the strain-hardening 

range. The strain associated with rupture varies 
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from approximately 150 to ¿50 times the strair at first 

yielding. 

Ductility makes plastic de8ign possible because 

this property permits the formation of plastic hinges in 

structural members. As a result, stress redistributions 

become possible. 

While there is a definite limit to the amount 

of plastic strain supplied by mild steel, its ductility 

is sufficient to meet the requirements of plastic design. 

The Plastic Hinge 

A typical moment-curvature relationship for 

wide-flanged beams is illustrated by the theoretical curve 

in Figure 2. Point i on this curve corresponds to the 

stress distribution shown in Figure 3(b). This is the 

stress distribution produced by a bending noment just 

great enough to cause the stresses in the extreme fibers 

to reach their yield value. If the bending moment is 

sufficiently increased, yielding will take place in all 

of the fibers o the f1anes while the fibers in the web 

remain elastic. Figure 3(c) shows such a stress distri- 

bution. This corresponds to point 2 on the theoretical 

curve of Iigure 2. Similarly, point 3 ori this curve is 

represented by the stress distribution shown in 

Fi-'ure 3(d). The bending moment required to cause full 

plastification as indicated by Firzu.re 3(d) is called the 



plastic moment. A plastic hinge is said to have been 

formed at any transverse section subjected to such a 

moment. 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

FIGURE 3 

For the purposes of plastic design, lt is 

assumed that the stress-strain relationship of all fibers 

in a beam remains proportional until the bending moment on 

that beam is equal to its fully plastic moment value. It 

is further assumed that the plastic hinge can undergo 

anple changes without any additional increase in bending 

moment. These assumptions are represented by the ideal- 

ized moment-curvature relationship shown in Figure 2. 

Plastic hinges are assumed to be located at 

points of maximum moment. Plastic hinges actually have 

finite lengths which are functions of moment gradient and 

geometry of beam cross section. 

The Concept of Plastic Design 

Plastic design is applicable only in the case 

of redundant structures whose members are of ductile 



material. It Is assumed In plastic design that failure 
occurs only after a sufticient number of plastic hinges 

have been formed to render s structure or a portion of a 

structure unstable and therefore subject to irunilnent 

collapse. When this condition occurs, a mechanism is said 

to have been formed, and collapse occurs by rotation at 

the several plastic hinges without any increase in loadinß. 

The loading which causes a collapse nechanism to form is 

called the ultimate loading, and the nature of the 

collapse mechanism is known as the node of failure or 

collapse mode. 

Probably the niost simple example of plastic 

desin is that of a fixed-end beam subjected to a uniform 

load as shown in Figure 1t(a). If the beam is loaded with 

a uniform load, W1, just great enough to cause plastic 

hinges to form at the ends of the beam, the bending 

moments at the ends and at mid-span will be equal to 

W1L2/12 and W1L2/21, respectively. The moment diagram 

corresponding to this loading is shown in Figure L1.(b). 

This roment diaran is irawn on the tension side of the 

member, and this convention will be followed throughout 

this thesis. Since the load, W1, would cause hinges to 

form at the ends o the beam, W1L2/l is equal to the 

plastic moment value of the beam. A mechanism would not 

form as a result of this loading, because adJitional loads 
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would be required to cause collapse. An additional load 

increment would produce three tirries the uiornent at mid-span 

as would be caused by an equal load Increment applied when 

the entire beam was elastic. The reason for this is that 

the beam acts as a simple beam after plastic hinges have 

formed at Its ends. As the uniforn load is further 

increased, the end moments remain the same, and the moment 

at mid-span continues to Increase until a plastic hinge 

forms at mid-span. The effect of the additional load, W2, 

required to cause the formation of the third plastic hinge 

is represented by the moment diagram shown in Figure L.(c). 

Since rotation at the three hinges would then proress 
without any additional load, a collapse mechanism would 

have been formed. The ultimate load, W, is equal to 

W1 + W2. The moment diagram for the moments at ultimate 

load is shown in Figure L(d). The heavy lines indicate 

the locations of plastie hinges. 

It is conventional to multiply the working loada 

by the desired load factor, q, to obtain the ultimate 

loads. Structures are then analyzed for the ultimato 

loads, and the selection of structural members is based on 

the resulting plastic moment values. Thu8, the M value 

given in Figure L)(d) servos as a basis for beam selection 

in this particular case. There are, of course, other 



factors such as shear and buck1in that must be Investi- 

sated before the final beam selection can be made. 

The plastic dein of the fixed-end bear loaded 

as 8hOwn in Figure Lt(a) was done almost by inspection. 

The process may more acurate1y be described as plastic 

design by successive steps in elastic design, since the 

beam was treated as an elastic fixed-end beam supporting 

a uniform load, W1, and an elastic simply-supported beam 

supporting a uniform load, W2. The results were then 

combined as shown in Figuro t(d). There are iuch easier 

methods of plastic analysis as will be explained later; 

however, this method Is an aid in the understanding of the 

concept of plastic design. 

The above nethod of analysis Is referred to in 

this thesis as the elastic-plastic method of analysis. 

2he rectangular frane shown in Figure 5(a) was analyzed by 

this method. The frame was first loaded with loads P1, 

having the minimum required values necessary to cause the 

formation of the first plastic hinge. The frame was 

analyzed by conventional elastic methods, and the result- 

ing moment diagram is shown in Figure 5(c). SInce the 

loading was defined as that required to cause the first 

hinge to form, the first hinge forms at C. The plastic 

moment value for all structural members is equal to 

3.10P1. After the first hinge forms at C, the structure 
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renains stable. An additional loading, sufficient to 

cause the second h1ne to form, Is placed on the structure. 
This loading is shown In Figure 5(d). This structure, 
having a hinge at C, was also analyzed elastically, and 

the resulting moment diagram is shown in Fiure 5(e). By 

inspection, it is obvious that the second hinge will forni 

at B. Since the nornent at B must then be equal to the 

moment at C as well as the alebraic sum of the monents 

produced by P1 and P2, 2.2L.P1 + 6.311'2 = 3.lOP1 = and 

= O.137P1. Because the formation of hiries at B and C 

does not render the structure unstable, the location of' 

the third hinge and the additional load causing the third 
hinge to form rìust be determined. A process similar to 

the first two is represented by Figares 5(f) and 5(g). 

The tbird hinge forms at D and P3 = O.026P1. A beani 

mechanism would then have been formed, and collapse under 

the ultimate load, P = + P2 + P3 = 1.163P1, becomes 

imminent. The ultimate-load moment diagram is shown in 

Figure 5(h) in ternis of the ultimate load, P. 
Important in the concept o' plastic design is 

the fact that, even though the locations and the order of 

formation of plastic hinges can. be determined by elastic 
analysis, the collapse mechanism is independent of the 

relative stiffness of structural members. The collap3e 

mechanism depends only on the geometry of the 
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structure, the loading, and the values o structural 

me nib e r s. 

Limitations and Advantaes of Plastic Design 

Plastic desid:n is applicable only to redundant 

structures whose rriernbers are ot ductile naterial and are 

subjected primarily to static loads. Strictly speaAcing, 

plastic design is applicable to statically determinate 

structures, because plastic and elastic analysis are 

identical for this type o structure. The concept of 

plastic design has presented many new problema, sorne of 

which are yet to be solved. As a result, the rules 

governing plastic des1n (1) are quite li-riited in scope. 

Within the above liniltations, plastic dcsi,,n 

has a number of sin1ficant advantaes over conventional 

elastic deain. These advantages are listed below: 

1. The marrin of safety against collapse of plasti- 

oally designed structures is the saíne as the 

maria o safety tor siriple beams designed by 

elastic nethods. In contrast, the margin of 

safety of elastically designed redundant struc- 

tures varies for each structure, and normally is 

not known. 

2. By taking advantage of the additional load- 

carrying capacities iTriored by elastic desi,-n 
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r'iethods, plastic desi:.n results in :ore economi- 

cal desipns. (For example, the safe loads on the 

rigid frame shown in Figure 5 are l6.3 greater 

than the allowable loads deterniined by elastic 

design. 

3. For many structures, plastic analysis is ea8ier 

and less tiie consuming than conventional elastic 

analysis. 

In addition to the above advantages, it is 

noted that working load stresses in plastically designed 

structures are usually well within the elastic range. 

Furthernore, deflections due to such loads are usually no 

nore than in structures designed by elastic methods (5, 

p. 20). 

Scope of Thesis 

The objective of this thesis is to denio:strate 

that the application of the plastic moment-distribution 

method of analysis may be extended to include the design 

of gabled and multi-story frames. The actual desi,czn was 

carried out only to the extent of making a structural 

analysis in the case of the ab1ed frame. or the multi- 

story frame, the design includes the selection of struc- 

turai members. Secondary desi;n considerations such as 

joint details, lateral bracing details, etc., may be 
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provided for ifl accordance with the rules set forth in 

Auierican Institute of Steel Construction specIfications (1) 

and are beyond the scope of this thesis. 

Chapter III is devoted to the development of a 

modified plastic moment-distribution process necessary to 

analyze gabled frames. This method is then used in the 

design of a two-bay, gabled frame. 

The conventional plastic moment-distribution 

process was also modified to simplify the analysis of 

ìrn1tI-story frames. This method 01' analysis, together 

with Ita application in the design of a multi-story frame, 

is covered in Chapter IV. 
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CHAPTER II 
METHODS OF PLASTIC ANALYSIS 

At least live methods of plastic analysis are 

available to the des1rìer. These methods are the ela8tic- 
plastic method, the niechanism method, the statical method, 

the pla3tio nonent-dlstrlbutlon method, and the method of 

inequalities. The nethod of Inequalities i not recoin- 

ìiended as practical niethod 01 solving complicated frames 

without the aid of high-speed d1ital computers (8, 

p. I2-t46). This ruethod is beyond the scope of this 
thesis. The several methods of plastic analysis are riot 

really separate and distinct one from another; rather, the 

names given each method more accurately describe the 

approach that is taken to analyze a structure. Regardless 

of the tnethod of analysis used, a nechanisin is assumed to 

form at ultlinate load, static equilibrium must be sat- 
isfied, and the bending moment may nowhere exoeed the 

plastic inorrient, M. Thus, any plastic analysis must sat- 
isfy the mechanism, equilibrium, and plastic moment 

conditions just as any elastic analysis must satisfy 
continuity, equilibrium, and limiting stress conditions 

(, p. 56). 

tlormally it is not possible to satisfy all of 

the above conditions directly unless the elastic-plastic 
method of analysis is used. For this reason it is 
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customary to first satisfy two of the conditions; then the 

third condition is checiced to see whether or not the solu- 

tion is correct. With the exceptions of the elastic- 

plastic method of analysis and the method of inequalities, 

the methods listed are to some extent trial and error 

methods. 

Solutions of problems obtained on the basis of 

assumed collapse mechanisms will yield values of ultimate 

loads which are correct or too large. Solutions o ulti- 

mate loads based on the statical method of analysis will 

be correct or too small. These two principles, respec- 

tively, describo the essence of the upper and lower bound 

theorems proved by Greenberg and Prager (7). It follows 

that a solution iust be correct if it satisfies both the 

upper and lower bound theorems. 

Elastic-Plastic Method of Analysis 

The elastic-plastic method of analysis presents 

itself as perhaps the most obvious method of analysis. 

-iowever, this method is undoubtedly the least desirable 

from the standpoint of time and work required to complete 

an analysis. Since this process was used to deionstrate 

the concept of plastic design in Chapter I, it is not 

covered iLl detail here. It Is noted that this method has 

the advantage of deterrniaing all moments in a structure 

Including the exact values of moments which are less than 
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the plastic moment value, N. While the other methods of 

plastic analysis perrilt the determination of plastic hinge 

locations at ultimate load, lt is not always possible to 

determine the magnitudes of moments in portions of struc- 

tures remaining elastic. 

Mechanism Method of Analysis 

The approach toward the solution of a problem by 

the mechanism method of analysis is to first satisfy the 

equilibrium and mechanism conditions. The plastic noment 

condition is then checked to see that it has not been 

violated. The first step in this method of analysis is 

to assume a collapse rechanlsm. On the basis of the 

assumed mechanism, ultimate loads are then determined. 

There are several ways of checking to see whether or not 

the assumed mechanism was correct. One method is to 

repeat the process for all other possible mechanisms. The 

mechanism correpondin. to the least values of the ulti- 

mate loads Is the correct mechanism since the upper bound 

theorem is applicable. If an equilibrium moment diagram 

can be constructed in such a way that M is not exceeded, 

the corresponding assumed mechanism Is the correct 

mechanism because of the principle of the lower bound 

theorem. This is a second way of checking the correctness 

of an assumed mechanism. 
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This method of analysis i demonstrated in 

Figure 6 on the rectanu1ar frame of Figure L. Since the 

frame is redundant to the third degree and there are five 

tossib1e plastic hinge locations, there are two po3sible 

independent collapse mechanisms (, p. 72). These niecha- 

nisnis are shown. in Figures 6(b) and 6(c). Failure may 

also occur by niean of combinations of Independent mecha- 

nisrns. Two such mechanisms are shown in i,ures 6(d) and 

6(e). The ultimate loads required to cause the formation 

of each of the mechanisms were coniputed. This trias done by 

employing the princIple of virtual disp1acer'ierts, i.e., 
the external work done by virtue of the displacement of a 

system of external forces is equal to the work done within 

the structure. Since the independent beam mechanism would 

be formed by the least values of the ultimate loads, the 

mechanism of Figure 6(b) is the correct mechanism. 

For many structures it 18 dIfficult to be sure 

that all possible eotb1nat1on mechanisms have been con- 

sidered. Por this reason, it is advisable to make a 

moment cheek to insure that the plastic ioment condition 

has not been violated because the correct mechanism was 

overlooked. 

Statical Method of Analysis 

'The statical method of plastic analysis is 

basically ditferent from the mechanism method in that 
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the procedure of the tatica1 iethod is to f1rt satisfy 
the equilibrium and plastic monient condit1ois. A check 18 

then made to see that a mechanism has been forraed. First 
the rnoiient diagrarris for the redundant structure arid the 

redundant or redundants are separately drawn. These 

rnonent diararis are then conibined In such a way as to form 

peak îìonents at points where plastic hinges would form at 

ultinate load. If there are a sufficient number of these 

points of plastic noment, a mechanism will have been 

formed, and the conposite moment diagram will be correct. 

The true ultimate load may then be computed by the prin- 

ciples of equilibrium. An ultimate load, that is deter- 

mined ori the basis of a moment dla-'ram which does not 

correspond to a !rlecharlisrn, will be less than the true 

ultimate load as previously explained. 

The statical method of analysis is basically a 

graphical method. The usefulness of this r'iethod Is 

limited to simple structures. As the number of possible 

collapse mechanisms increase, it becomes Increasingly 

diliicuit to coistruct the correct equilibrium moment 

(il a grain. 

The redundant beam shown in Figure 7(a) was 

analyzed by the statical method. Figures 7(b) and 7Cc), 

respectively, show the simple-beam and redundant moment 

diagrams. Figure 7(d) shows the composite moment diagram 
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constructed in such a way that the maxirnuni ordinates occur 

at A and C. Thus, at ultimate load, plastic hinges will 
form at points A and C as shown in Figure 7(e). The com- 

posite r'ioment diagram is therefore correct, and its 

geometry permits the easy calculation of the ultimate 

loads. 

= M3 - = 

3 3 3 

N PL 
p 

-ii:--- 

and Pu = 

Plastic Moment Distribution Method of Anal'ïsis 

There are an infinite nunber of equilibrium 

moment diagrams which could be drawn for any redundant 

structure subjected to any 4ven loading. Plastic moment 

distribution is a method by which the ordinates of a 

unique equilibrium moment diagram, corresponding to the 

moments at plastic hinges at ultimate load, may be deter- 

mined. 

The quantity M is desicrriated as any ordinate of 

any equilibrium rnonent diagram. Similarly, M is desif- 

nated 's some unknown plastic noment value which must be 

provided by a structural member subjected to an ultimate 

load. The unique equilibrium moment diagram is a moment 

diagram such that the maximum values of M/N will be the 
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same at all locations where plastic hin&es will form at 

ultimate load. urthermore, this unique moment diagram is 

such that the maximum value of in the structure is 

minimized (6, p. 3). Since it would be very diflicult to 

determine such a moment diagram by a direct analytical 

process, an arbitrary equilibrium rrioment diagram is first 

assumed and then systematically changed until the desired 

solution is obtained. 

Plastic moment distribution may therefore be 

described as the arbitrary analytical juggling of ordi- 

nates of the equilibrium moment diagram of a loaded 

structure, the purpose of which la to minimize ratios 

arid to thus obtain the moment diagram at ultimate load, 

the plastic moment values required by the structural 

members, and the mode of failure. 

The lollowirig sien convention is used throughout 

this thesis. Bending moments which tend to rotate jointe 

clockwise are assumed to be positive, arid bending moments 

which tend to rotate joints counterclockwise are con- 

sidered negative. Bending moments at points o.f load 

application, other than at joints, are considered to be 

positive when the moment effect produced at the point of 

load is the same as the effect that would be produced if 

there were rio other loads on the structure. 
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Tho frame of Figure 8(a) was analyzed by plastic 

moment distribution. In order that static equilibrium be 

satislied for this frame, the beam BeD must "support" its 

siiiple-bearn moment diagram due to the load, P, at mid- 

span. Also, the algebraic sum of the colunn moments, M, 
'k3A' tE and M, must be equal to Ph/2 6P. Since 

the first step in the plastic moment-distribution process 

is to arbitrarily assume a moment diagram which satisfies 

these equilibrium requirements, the moments at points B 

and D were assumed to be equal to zero. This required 

that the moment at C be equal to the inxinium ordinate, 

Pu, of the simple-beam moment diagram. Also, the 

algebraic sum of the column moments, M and Mj, must be 

equal to 6P. This moment, 6P, was arbitrarily divided 

equally between M and M. The results of this first 

step were entered in Figure 8(b) and are designated as 

moment values for step one by the figures in parenthesis 

opposite the entries. Since the lower bound theorem 

applies to the plastic moment-distribution method of 

analysis, structural members proportioned on the basis of 

the equilibriun mo!ent diagram of step one would be 

admissible. However, such a design would be ineiiicient 

because values have not been minimized. 

Since the purpose of plastic moment distribution 

is to minimize M/Mp values, the maximum value o M at 
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point C in Figure 8(b) was arbitrarily reduced to +2.5P 

as the first operation of step two. Point B was then 

ass1ned a moment of +2.5P, and he moment at point D 

was determined by the requirements of equilibrium. Since 

the moments at points B and D are equal and of opposite 

si,-!n, equi1briurn of the columns was not violated by the 

above changes. Therefore, rio changes were made in the 

moments at points A and E. The results of step two are 

shom on lines (2) o Figure 8(b). 

The maximum moment values of step two are the 

+3.OP moments at points A and E. The first part of step 

three was to reduce these moment values to +2.75P. Thie 

unbalanced the equilibrium of the columns. .qui1ibrium 

was again satsIied by adding to the tops of the two 

columns the quantity of positive moment deducted from the 
bottoms of the columns. This was dono without exceeding 

2.75F. Since the moments at each end of member BCD have 

been determined, the moment at mid-span can be calculated. 
The results of step three are shown on lines (3) in 

Figure 8(b). 
At the conclusion of the third stop, it was 

apparent that the collapse mechanism would consist of 

hinges at A, C, D, and , even though M/M had not been 

completely minimized. On lines (Lt) in Figure 8(b), 

moment values are «iv-en for which M/M is minimized. 
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Inspection of the ordinates of the final moment diagram 

shows that there is no possible way the maximum moments 

could be decreased without violating the equilibrium cori.- 

dition. While the moment diagram shown in Figure 8(c) is 

not required in the solution, it serves to demonstrate 

.raphically the plastic moment distribution process that 

was performed in Figure 8(b). Each of the four moment 

diarams shown in Figure 8(c) corresponds to one of the 

steps shown in FIgure 8(b). 

Methods of Plastic Analysis Compared 

From the standpoint of the work and. time 

recuired to perform an analysis, tue elastic-plastic 

method of analysis has already been described as the least 

desirable of the four methods presented. tor this rea3on, 

the usefulness of this method is limited primarily to 

deflection calculations. 

The usefulness o the statical method of 

analysis is limited to very elementary structures. 

Il the collapse mechanism of a iven structure 

subjected to a ,',iven loadin could easily be predicted at 

the beginning of a design problem, the mriecharlis!n method oÍ 

analysis would undoubtedly be the most convenient method 

o.f plastic analysis. The main dIsadvantage of this method 

is that ultimate loads must be computed ior every possible 

collapse mechanism unless the desiner is able to uess 



the correct collapse mechanism arid to prove the correct- 

ness of this guess by a moL!Ient check. TuIs possibility 

becomes increasingly unlikely as the complexity of the 

structure increases. Por example, it would not be 

unlikely for a two-story, two-bay structure to have twenty 

possIble collapse mechanisms. Nevertheless, thIs method 

of analysis is quite useful for many fairly uncomplicated 

structures. 

Plastic moment distributIon overcores the main 

disadvantage of the mechanism method In that M/M values 

are systematically minimized with the result that this 

process leads directly to the determination of the correct 

collapse mechanism and the plastic moment values required 

by the members ol the structure. This method of analysis 

and its variations are very useful and promise to be even 

more useful as the scope of plastic desI,n Is extended to 

include more complicated structures. A disadvantage of 

plastic moment distribution is that, while the process Is 

one of steadily reducing M/Mp values, the magnitudes of 

the reductions are arbitrary. For this reason, it is very 

easy to make a reduction in the maximum M/M value, with 

the result that this reduction causes increases in 

values at other points in the structure such that the 

changed equilibrium moment diagram Is farther from the 

desired moment diaran than it was before the reduction 
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was made. When this happens, the only solution is to 

start over again by making a smaller reduction in the max- 

iniurn M/M value. A little experience with plastic moment 

distribution aids greatly in reducing the number of cycle. 

re qui red to mi ni mi z e 
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CHAPT1R III 
DESIGN O GABLED FRAi'S BY PLASTIC MOMENT DISTRIBUTION 

Plastic moment distribution in its general form 

is not applicable to the design of gabled frames. This 

fact may be demonstrated. by graphically representing the 

first step of the typical plastic moment distribution 
process with reference to the gabled £rane shown In 

Figure 9(a). The ordinate at the center o the simple- 

beam moment diagram for rriernber BCD is equal to PL/L. 

Equilibrium requires that member BCD "supports" this 

riornent diagram. To begin the plastic moment distribution 
process, it is usually convenient to arbitrarily select 

moments corresponding to independent collapse mechanisms. 

In accordance with this conventional procedure, the 

moments at the ends and at the center o member BCD are 

equal to PL/8 and are shown in Figure 9(b). The alge- 

braic sum ol the moment8, M, MEA, 14, and must 

be equal to O.7Ph. Since MA must be equal to -PL/8 
to satisfy the equilibrium requirement of joint B, 

MAB+?4+NFE must be equsi to +O.7Puh +PuL/8 16.25Pu. 

The 16.25Pu !Uomont was arbitrarily divided equally among 

the three points, and the completed nioment diagram is 

shown in Figure 9(b). This moment diagram is not an 

equilibrium moment diagram, i.e., the moments indicated 

by the moment diagram do not satisfy the equilibrium 
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condition. The reason for this is that the moments 

produced in members BCD and DE by the horizontal force in 

these members were not taken into account in the deter- 

ruination of moments at points C arid D. The above, of 

course, would not be true for a rectangular frame in which 

members BCD and DE were horizontal. The horizontal loada 

would then be axial loads and would produce no bending 

moment in members BCD and DE. 

If the horizontal reactions on member BCDE were 

equal to zero, this mernber could be treated as a han- 

zontal member for the purpose of determining the locations 

of plastic hinges. This is because the bending moments 

would be the same regardless or the shape of this member 

provided the locations of its ends and the applied loads 

remained unchanged. It therefore follows that the gabled 

frame of Figure 9(a) may be reduced to a rectangular frame 

with points C and D the same height as points B and E, 

provided proper moment corrections are made to compensate 

for the effect of horizontal reactions at points B and E. 

Po provide for the effect of such horizontal reactions, a 

method of moment carry-over to intermediate points on 

gabled portions of gabled frames was developed. 

The plastic moment distribution method of 

analysis, when modified as explained above, becores a use- 

ful tool for the analysis of gabled frames. 
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Arbitrary end noments, N and were assumed 

for nember ECDE and are shown in Figure iO(a). Also, the 

horizontal reactions, HB and 11E' 
at the ends of aiember 

BCDE were assuned to be equal to zero. Then by simple 

statics the moment d1aram of Figure 10(b) results. It 

can easily be shown that, il' member BODE was horizontal as 

in Figure 10(c), its corresponding mornent diagram in 

Figure 10(d) would be identical to the niornent diagram of 

Figure 10(b). FIgure 10(d) is shown to more clearly 

dernonstrate that the simple-beam niomeat diagram, ?4, nay 

be superimposed on the end moment d1aram the same as for 

a horizontal beam, If changes are made in the values of 

the end moments shown in Figure 10(d), correspondinß 

chanes must also be made for bending morients at inter- 

mediate points on the :nenber. This is a requirement of 

the equilibrium condition and is fulfilled by the sarrie 

carry-over moment system used for straight beam3. 

Figures il(a) and 11(b) show the moment efieot 

produced at intermediate points in a member by arbitrarily 

assin1ng end moment values, and N. These diagrams 

are called carry-over diagrams, and the ordinates at mid- 

span and at the quarter points are shown. Consistent with 

the sign convention previously :iven, the following 

observations cari be made. It an increment of end moment 

is added to the left end of member BCDE, the resulting 
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carryover to intermediate points will always be of the 

opposite sign of 8uch a noment. Conversely, rnornent3 at 

the ri.ht end of the beqm always produce carry-over 

factors o the same sign. Point D is considered to be an 

Interniediate point on beaíri BCDE and not as a joint. Thus, 

the bending monient at D is positive when tension ocoura on 

the under8ide of the ernber at this point. 
It was arbitrarily assuiied that the Lnonlents at 

each end of column AB of the frane in Figure 9(a) are 

equal to 20 ft.-kips. The free-body diagram for this 

coluain is shown in Pigure 12(a). The horizontal reaction 

at the ends of member CDE is then equal to 10 kips. The 
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moment diaran for nie:nbcr BCDE due to this horizontal 

reaction is shown in Figure 12(b). Figure 12(c) shows the 

same moment diagram with respect to a horizortal reference 

lIne throuh points and E. Figure 12(c) clearly indi- 

catea the required adjustment to the nioment diagram shown 

in Figure 10(d) when there are horizontal reactions at the 

ends of the member. Figure 12(c) representa a moment 

carry-over diagram In terms of the horizontal reactions, 

H, at the ends of member J3CDE. in this case, 

H 15k_(M+IA)/h. Since values of H acting to the 

riht at point B in Figure 12(b) result in negative 

moments in member BCDE, the resulting moment, , is equal 

to -Hh1. In this case MD is equal to 

(Ì4+MA)/2 -lEO ft.-klpa, aid M is equal to one-half 

this value. 

It should be carefully noted that Figure 12(c) 

represents a moment diagram for the gabled portion of the 

frame shown In Figure 9(a) reduced to a horizontal refer- 
ence line. This moment diagram is not the moment diagram 

for a horizontal beam. 

Figure 13 shows Figures 10(d) and 12(c) combined 

to derionstrate graphically the resultant moment diagram 

due to the end moments, the simple-beam moments, and the 

Hhi moments. Under the influence of the moments repre- 

sented by this resultant ioment diagram, member BCDE is in 
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static equilibrium. The moment values shown are therefore 

statically admissible. 

While the plastic moment distribution process la 

Slir,htly niore complicated for gabled frames than for 

rectangular frames, only one additional step is required. 

This step consists of cerryin:' over moments to intermedi- 

ate points on the gabled portion of the fraie in propor- 

tion to the horizontal loads or reactions on the frame. 

Carry-over diagrams for tnoments induced by 

horizontal loads will vary for each frame and. for each 

loading. All horizontal loads on the ¿able, whether 

reactions at the ends or applied loads at intermediate 

points on the frame, must be reflected In the carry-over 

diagram. 

An example of the analysis of a gabled frame by 

plastic moment distribution is given for the frame shown 

in Flgi.u'e l. 

before the actual plastic moment distribution 

can be carried out, it is necessary to deteriine the 

equilibrium relationships. Since the total lateral load 

moment, 3Puh/I, iust be resisted by the horizontal 

reactions at A, F, and K, the following equation can be 

written. 

3Ph = 300,k 
= MAB+NBA+M+MFE+M+NKJ 
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The ax1rnum ordinate o the simple beam r'iocnent 

diagrans for !nembers BCDE and EGHJ ocoura at points C and 

G and is equal to 150 ft.-kips. 

The equilibrium of the joints must be maintained 

as given by the following relationships: 

MBA+ttC = o 

M+Mj = O 

M+M+MEG = O 

The carry-over diagram of Figure 1]. applies to 

menibers BCDE and EGRJ, and the carry-over diagraLi of 

Figure 12(c) applies to nierober BCDE. The diagram of 

Figure 12(c) does not, however, apply to uember EGHJ. 
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A sirailar diagraru, havig or.ïriates of = - 
and = MHJ2, does apply. 

With the aid of the above relationships, the 
plastie nonent distribution analysis can be :iade. This 
was done in iiure 15. £he step-by-step process is 
described below. All nornents are in ft.-kips. 

1. The total latcral load o:uent was divided equally 
among the ends of the three coi.uir..ns, and theso 

rnoaents, +O, were entered on line cl). To main- 

taLi joint equi1briurn = A' and 

= -Mj. Therefore, values o = = -50 

are also entered on line (1). The requiretnent at 
joint is that = -M = -50; therefore, 
values of -25 are aruitrarily assigned to M and 

2. The rionients at points C, D, G, arid H were then 
deteriined. As was stated previously, these 
uornerits are equal to the algebraic sum of the 

ordinates of three moment diagraras. The 

ordinates o the simple-beam nornent diagram are 
entered on line (1). 

3. The values entered ori line (2) represent rnoont 
values carried over fron the left ends of uembers 

BCDE and GHJ. This was done according to the 

carry-over factors shown in Figure li(a). 



4.. Step four is similar to step three in that values 

entered in line (3) were carried over from 

moments at the riht ends of the beams. This was 

done in accordance with Figure 11(b). 

S. The values entered on lirio (14) represent moment 

values induced by horizontal reactions at the 

ends of the gables. 

6. The values on line (5) represent the algebraic 

totals of the values on lines (1) through (Li.). 

7, The moment values of line (5) are those of an 

equilibrium moment diagram and are therefore 

statically adr'dssible. A structure whose members 

were proportioned on the basis of these moments 

would be safe, but would be very uneconomical. 

Inspection of the moments of line (5) reveals 

that the maximum moment values of +131.3 at 

points C and G could be reducecL without violating 

equilibrium. This reduction was attempted by 

changing MBC from -50 to +25, M from -25 to 

-65, MEG Irom -25 to O, and from -50 to -65. 

These changes are entered in line (6) together 

with changes in column moments to maintain equi- 

librium. l4oment values for points , D, G, and 

H were then computed as in lines (2), (3), and 

(Li), and the total was entered on line (6). 
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6. The above proceas wa continued until the rnaxiznum 

niornent values could no longer be re.Luced without 

increasing, to reater values, the moments at 

other locations. In this case, M/M was mini- 

nized at M = = 69.2 £t.-kips. This is shown 

on line (11) of ±'igure l. 

A slightly different rnethod of minimizing M/Mp 

would have been to make successive moment changes by add-. 

ini, moment Lìcrements to one set of monents to obtain the 

moments for the following line, so that the values of 

line (11) would represent the algebraic sum of all pre- 

ced1n lines. In some cases this approach seems to be the 

easier of the two methods. iowever, an error in any of 

the steps would be reilectec in the final moment values. 

This disadvantage was overcome with the method used above 

because lines () through (11) represent Independent solu- 

tions. Each solution points the way to a more econoaica1 

solution until Is minimized. Except for the solution 

represented by line (11), errors in any of the values 

shown in Figure l would have no significance. 

The moment diagram at ulti:nate load and the 

collapse mechanism for the gabled frame of FIure 1L. are 

shown In Ficure 16. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DESIGN OF MULTI-STORY FRAS 

BY PLASTIC MOMENT DISTRIBUTION 

Description of Assumed Design Problem 

The probleci of plastic desi&n of multi-story 

structures was approached as an experinent to determine if 
one or: the methods of plastic analysis or a modification 

of one of these methods could be applied to such a design 

problem. The first two methods of plastic analysis 

presented in Chapter II were immnediately dismissed. While 

a modification of the mechanism method of analysis showed 

some promise, the plastic noment distribution method 

seemed to be more applicable and was chosen as the method 

that would be used. 

A building frame whose line diagram is shown in 
Figure 17 was selected as being more or less representa- 
tive of one of a number of identical fraiea o a typical 

apartment building. Each of these frames was assumed to 

be required to support, in addition to gravity loads, 

lateral wind loads parallel to the plane of the frame. 

The structural floor and roof systems were assumed to be 

rigid and were assumed to transmit gravity loads to the 

beams of the riid frame by means of joists located at 

six-foot intervals. The assumed ultimate lateral loads, 

the ultimate accumulative lateral loads, and the ultimate 
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lateral load bending riioments for each story height are 

given in the three columns to the left of the line diagram 

in Figure 17. The lateral loads and accumulative lateral 

loads are self-explanatory. The lateral load bending 

monent for a given story heiht is equal to the total 

lateral shear between two floors multiplied by the 

vertical distance between floors. 

The assumed rrav1ty loads and the ultimate 

gravity loads based on load factors, q, of l.LI.O and i.8 

are also 1ven in Figure 17. These loads are given in 

terms of kips per lineal foot of beam and are assumed to 

include the weights of the entire structure, including the 

columns. 

Most building codes make provisions for live- 

load reductIons to be used in the design of columns and 

beams. In this case, the advantage of such reductions was 

neglected since this and other refinements would only 

serve to obscure the intended subject m.atter o this 

the 818. 

To the extent of their applicability, the rules 

of plastic desi:n set forth In A.I.S.C. specifications 

were used in this design problem. This required that the 

trame be so desicrned that its u1tinate strength be not 

less than that required to support 1.85 times the given 

rav1ty loads, nor l.LO times these loads acting in 



conjunction with any specified wind or sei8mi.c forces (1, 

p. Al). Thus, the structure was analyzed for two loadings, 

loading condition I being dead load pius live load plus 

wind and loadiri condition II being dead load plus live 

load only. 

The step-by-step method that was used in 

attaoking this problem is presented in this thesis, even 

thou'h the final results indicate that considerable time 

and work could have been saved by certain chances in the 

procedure. 

Criteria For Plastic Analysis of Multi-Story Fraìea 

In the previous chapters, all structures 
analyzed were assumed to be structures whose re:nbers had 

the sa'rìe pisstic moient values. This Is not to suest 

that such structures should be proportioned in this way, 

nor Is it suggested that these structures would have been 

particularly difficult to analyze if members of different 

plastic moment values had been assunied. The assumption of 

constant plastic uoment values for such frames is not 

uweasonable; so for the sake of brevity, this was done. 

To make the sanie asswnption for the design of a multi- 

story frame such as that shown in Figure 17 would, of 

course, be completely unreasonable. 

t,o'jc dictates that for any 'iven structure 

there must be one combination of members which would make 
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for the most economical design. Even for a simple 

rectangular fraìie such as shown in Figure 5, it would be 

unlikely that the optimum design would consist of columns 

and a beam of the same structural section. 

The relative plastic moment values which should 

be assumed in the desipn of the frame of Fiure 17 could 

be approximated a number of ways. Regardless of these 

relative values, it is obvious that it would be a hope- 

lessly tedious tas to attempt to minimize 14/Mp for the 

structure as a whole, sven if this were done for an 

assumed set of relative M values, the desi'rì might be 

inefficient. It therefore appears that the process might 

have to be repeated a number of times to obtain a reason- 

ably economical desig'n. 

'The optimum desin of structures whose members 

would fai]. by general yielding if the design loads were 

increased proportionally is the desim'n such that plastic 

hinges would form in all members when the design ultimate 

load is reached. In view of this and the fact that it 

would be very difficult to minimize M/M for the entire 

structure, two coric1usios can be drawn. Sotie slniplifica- 

tion of the method of analysis should be made. Secondly, 

it seems that the structurai sections selected should be 

tailored directly to the ultimate loads instead of assura- 

inj relatIve TMD values and then selecting structural 
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sections after M/M has been minimized. This is possible 

in plastic desin because relative stiffnesses of members 

have n significance as far as ultimate load-carrying 

capacity is concerned. 

The minimum possible plastic moment value that 

must be furnished by a structural member is that value 

which corresponds to the independent collapse mechanism of 

the member. It is perfectly legitimate to select a member 

having this minimum value provided adjacent members 

have suliiciently large M values. 

For example, suppose the independent collapse 

mechanism M value for a beam of a one-bay, rectangular 

frame is 100 ft.-kips, arid it is desired to use an avail- 

able beam havicìg this Mp value. By plastic moment 

distribution, it is then possible to determi:ie the minimum 

M value required by the columns. This minimum column 

value is called the maximum reasonable column M value 

because the beam Mp value cannot be reduced even if larger 

column M values were provided. By the same reasoning, it 

could be assumed that it was desired to furnish columns 

having minimum possible M values. The maximum reasonable 

M value for the beam could then be easily determined. It 

is thus evident that a ran;e of N values for the columns 

and the beam could be determined. The M values of members 

selected should be within their respective ranges. It 



would be uneconomical to select members having M values 

greater than their naximum reasonable Mp values, and the 

minimum possible M values must riot be víolated. It 

appears that ari efficient desicrn could be made by trying a 

number et beams having M values within the rarie 

described above. 'or each trial beam, column sections 

would be determined. The most efficient design from the 
standpoint of the total weiht 0± structural steel could 

then be found. Initial assumptions of relative M, values 

are not required when this design procedure is followed. 

The above approach was used in the design of 

the multi-story frame of Figure 17. Before this was done, 

a simplifying assumption regarding the analysis was made. 

This assumption made possible the independent analysis of 

each floor of the multi-story frame. The total lateral 

load moment between any two floors must be equal to the 

algebraic sum of the eight column moments at the ends of 

the four columns connecting the two floors under consid- 

eration. One-half of the lateral load moment was arbi- 

trarily assigned to the top ends of the columns, and one- 

half of this moment was assl?,ned to the bottom ends. This 

means that the fictional point of inflection of a hypo- 

thetical composite column, representing all four columns, 

would be located halfway between floors. The point of 

inflection of any individual column would not necessarily 
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be located at inid-heicht. Nevertheless, the an-aloy with 

approximate methods of elastic desi is apparent. 

Only by chance would M/M be exactly minimized 

for the entire frame when the above sipl1flcation la 

used. However, it seems likely that M/M values would be 

nearly minimized for most members. The fact that M/M is 
not exactly minimized in no way invalidates the solution, 
because the plastic moment distribution method of analysis 
corresponds to the lower bound principle. 

The plastic analysis process by which raulti- 

story frames may be analyzed is enumerated below. The 

analysis is started with the roof and the ninth floor 

coluLinS. 

1. The siìiple-beani moment diaras for ultimate 

loads are I'iret determined. The minimum possible 

M value for the beama is equal to one-half the 

max1iìrnri ordinate of the simple-beam moment dia- 

gram provided there are no lateral load moments 
i:. the columns framing into the beans. When 

there are lateral load moments, the miniLuu'n 

possible beam M value is determined by plastic 

moment distribution. In this operation, it is 

desired to determine the minlmu:a possible Mp 

value for the beams regardless of the reultlng 
rrianitudes of column M values. 



2. The second step i to divide the total lateral 

load moment between the roof and ninth floor by 

e1-ht, the nunber of column end3. The result is 
the rninjiìiii possible plastic riotnent value, 
required to re1st bending, that niust be fur- 
nished by the columns. The second plastic nioment 

distribution is periormed while the column 

moments are held constant. The reaso for this 

distribution is to minimize earri momenta while 

holding column moments constant. The minimum 

beam moments are the maximum reasonable plastic 
moment values that could be required by the 

beams. 

3. A number of trial beams having plastic moment 

values within the rance determined in steps i and 

2 are then selected. Plastic moment distribu- 
tians are performed for each beam. The purpose 

oÍ each distribution is to obtain the corres- 
ponding minimum possible column Î4 values 

required to resist bending. 
Ii.. Column sections are then determined for each 

trial beam. The beam-column combination having 

the least weight is then tentatively selected. 
Since all but first-floor columns are common to 

two floors, two plastic moment values would he 



obtained for almost all columna. The maximui 

values are used in the des1n of the columns. 

All members tentatively selected are, o course, 

subject to other limitations such as deflection, 

shear, local and lateral buckliag, and column 

stability. 

5. The above steps are repeated for each floor, 

proreasing downward from tne top floor until the 

entire structure has been deal ned. 

Step 14. above should normally be deferred until 

steps 1, 2, and 3 have been performed for all floors for 

all loadins. It would be a waste of effort to proportion 

columna for one loadiric' iI another loading governed the 

de s i n. 

The above process seems to be quite lenthy 
since it is suc'ested that foui' or more plastic moment 

distributions be made for each floor. For a frame such as 

that shown in Figure 17, lt is not necessary to perform 

steps i and 2 for all floors. For ex&tple, if substan- 

tially the same results are obtained for the seventh and 

fourth floors, the trial beams for the fifth and sixth 

floors would be clearly indicated. 

The plastic moment distributions for lveri bearn 

for different floors follow certain patterns. When a 

pattern has been indicated, succeeding distributions 



become greatly 

features which 

tinued. The a 

analysis for a 

less than that 

above. 

simplified. There are other time-saving 

present themselves as the analysis is con- 

tua1 work required to complete the plastic 

frame such as shown in Figure 17 is much 

indicated by the procedure enumerated 

Plastic Analysis of' Assumed Building Frame 

The frame of Figure 17 was analyzed first for 

101k 101k 

spcs. 6'-O" -2I-O" J 

TJltjmate loading 

l2l 
Ultimate Simple-Beam Moment Diagram 

FIGURE 1) 

loading condition I. The ultimate-load and simple-beam 

moment diagrams for each of the roof beams are shown in 

Figure 18. The beam M value corresponding to the 



Independent collapse mechanism le equal to 60.5 ft.-kip!, 
one-half of the maximum ordinate of the simple-beam moment 

diarams. The minimum possible M value that must be 

furnished by the ninth-floor columns la 

(L8 Ít.-kips)/8 = 6 ft.-kips. 
The first distribution was to determine the 

minimum possible beam M values and Is shown in Figure 19. 

This distribution was performed in tabular form for 

convenience. The letters at the top of the tabulations 

correspond to column lines A, B, G, and D as shown in 

FIgure 17. ThIs syste:r was followed throughout this 

chapter. Tabulations were made only for moments at the 

center and at the ends of beams since it is unlikely that 

hinges will form st the quarter points. This possibility, 

however, cannot be overlooked. After the distribution was 

completed, a check was nade to insure that the plastic 

moment condition had not been violated. The noment values 

shown in hue (1) correspond to those of the independent 

collapse mechanism for the beams and the minimum possible 

moments for the columns. Since joint equilibrium is not 

satisfied in line (1), addItional moment values were 

entered in line (2). The moments ol line (2) aro such 

that, when combined with the values of line (1), joint 

equilibrium is established. 4oment values were then 

carried over from each end of each beam to mid-span 



(1) 
(2) 

(3) 

(Li) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(io) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(L) 

(5) 

(6) 

Jt. A Beam AB Jt. B Beam BC Jt. C ______ Beam CD Jt.D 
Cols. 

______ 
End Ctr. End Cols. End Ctr. End Cols. End Ctr. End Cols. 

+6.0 60.5 +60.5 -60.5 -6.O 60.5 60.5 -60.5 +6.0 60.5 60.5 -60.5 6.0 
-5)_.5 -12.0 +6.0 -2.0 -L.0 +2.0 -2.0 -I.0 2.0 

-1.0 -1.0 ______ ______ 
-L8.5 

______ 
L8.5 65.5 

______ 
-62.5 6.0 +56.5 61.5 -62.5 +6.0 56.5 +62.5 -60.5 +60.5 

-5.0 +5.0 -2.5 +2.0 -2.0 1.0 +i.L -ii4 0.7 -1.6 1.6 
______ -.0.8 ______ 

-53.5 

______ 
+35 63.0 -62.5 +8.o 5L.5 

______ 
62.5 -62.5 +7 55.1 +62.L -62.1 62.1 

-1.0 +1.0 -0.5 0.6 -0.6 0.3 -O.L o.L 
______ -0 2 ______ 

-5)4.5 

______ 
+5)4.5 62.5 -62.5 8.0 +55 

______ 
62.5 ...62.5 

V 

8.0 5L.5 62.5 -2.5 62.5 

FIGURE 19. DISTRIBUTION FOR MINIMUN POSSIBLE M FOR ROOF BEANS 

Jt. A Beam AB Jt. B Beam BC Jt. C ______ Beam CD Jt. D 

Cols. 
_____ 
End Ctr. End Cols. End Ctr. End Cols. End Ctr. End Cols. 

+6.0 +60.5 
-66.5 

+60.5 
+33.25 
-11.08 

-60.5 
-22.16 

6.0 +60.5 
16.16 

+60.5 
-8.08 

-12.08 

-60.5 
-2!.l6 

+6.0 +,cj5 

i8.i 
______ 

6o.5 
-9.08 

27.25 

-60.5 
SL.5 

6.c 

6.0 
______ 
-6.0 82.67 

______ 
-62.66 6.0 76.66 LO.3I 

2.0 
-8L.66 
+).O 

+6.0 78.66 
.-L.o 

78.67 
2.0 

______ 
-6.0 +6.0 

+6.0 
______ 
-6.0 +82.67 

______ 
-82.66 6.0 +76.66 L2.3t -80.66 6.0 +fl 80.67 

______ 
-6.0 +6.0 

FIGURE 20. DISTRIBUTION FOR MAXIMUM REASONABLE M FOR ROOF BEANS 

-3 



according to the carry-over diaras shown In Figure 1].. 

These values were entered in lines (2) and (3). The 

a1'ebraic sum o the values ori lines (1), (2), and (3) 

were entered on line (Li.). The values on line (14.) repro- 

sent the ordinates of ari equilibrium moment diagram. 

Since the maximum moments of line (1k) have not been mini- 

rnized, arbitrary increments of moment were entered on. 

lino (:) at the ends o the beams. When these incrementa 

of rnorrient were addei to the values of line (Li), the reault 

Was a decrease in îiaximurn moment. Moments were again 

carried over to the center of the beams and entered on 

linos (5) and (6). Also, the column momenta were changed 

as required to maintain joint equilibrium. These values 

were also entered on line (5). The moments of line (7) 

represent the algebraic sum of the values of lines (Lt), 

(5), and (6). This process was repeated until the minimum 

possible beam M value was obtained. In this case, the 

minimum values are equal to 6i.8L1. ft.-klpa. 

In Figure 20, 8 simIlar distribution was per- 

formed. In this case, the minimum possible column 

6.0 ft.-ips, was held constant while the maximum values 

of beam M were reduced as much as possible. This maximum 

reasonable beam value was found to be 82.66 ft.-kips 

as shown in Fioure 20. Viures 21 and 22 show the moment 
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FIGURE 21. MOMENT DIAGRAM FOR MINIMUM POSSIBLE M FOR ROOF BEANS 
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FIGURE 22. MOMENT DLGRAN FOR MAXIMUM REASONABLE N FOR ROOF BEANS 

'D 



diagrams for the distributions performed in F1ures 19 

and 20, respectiveli. 

The range between the minimum possible beam 

value and the maximum reasonable beam value is quite 
small. For this reason, only two trial sections were 
selected. These sectio:s, 1)4. B 17.2 and 10 WF 2, have 

values of 67.1 ft.-klps and 81.1 ft.-kips, respectively. 

Figure 23 shows the plastic moment distributions 
for both trial beams. These distributions were carried 
out in nuch the sanie manner as the first two. For the 

smaller beam section it was determined that the exterior 

columns must be able to resist moments of L0.7 ft.-kips, 

and the interior columns must be able to resist moments of 

2L.0 f t.-kips. Similarly, the M value that must be 

furnished by each of the columns, if 10 WF 2 beams are 

used, is 7.6 ft.-kips. The M values which the columns 

must supply are those values available for resisting 

bendinç moment. This does not mean that columns having 

the above plastic moment values can be used, because axial 

loads and column stability must be considered before a 

final selection can be made. 

The ninth floor was then analyzed lor the same 

loading condition. In this case, however, there are 

columns framing into the top as well as the bottom of the 

floor beams. The moments for any two columns framing into 



(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(Li) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(io) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(II) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 
(8) 

(9) 

(io) 
(n) 
(12) 

(13) 

Jt. A Beam AB Jt. B 
I 

Beam BC Jt. C Beam CD Jt. D 

Cols. End Ctr. End Cols. End Ctr. End Cols. End Ctr. End Cols. 

:1_h B 17.2 (M = 671tk) 

+6.0 +60.5 +60.5 -60.5 +6.0 +60.5 +60.5 -60.5 +6.0 60.5 +60.5 -60.5 6.0 
+3 O 

-66.5 -3.0 -6.0 +6.0 -6.0 -3.0 -6.0 +6.0 -6.0 +3.0 ______ 
-60.5 60.5 +57.5 -66.5 12.0 5)5 60.5 -66.5 12.0 5)5 63.5 -60.5 60.5 

-3.0 

19.2 -19.2 9.6 -6.0 6.0 +3Q 6.0 -6.0 +3.6 7.2 -7.2 

-hl.3 bi.3 67.1 
______ 
-66.5 +6.0 +60.5 +60.5 -60.5 6.0 5.5 67.1 -.53.3 +533 

0.3 +57 -6.3 
+0.6 -0.6 -0.3 -0.6 l8.0 -l7.L -3.3 -6.6 -6.0 12.6 6.3 12.6 -12.6 

-bO.7 +LO.7 67.1 -67.1 +2j.O L3.1 65.9 -67.1 0.0 67.1 67.1 -LO.7 +LC.7 

lo WF 25 (N = 8l.ltk) 

-)0.7 L0.7 67.1 -67.1 +2L.0 0.0 67.1 67.1 -1O.7 +LO.7 L3.1 +65.9 -67.1 
-7.0 

-7.0 -Th.0 iL.0 -7.0 -l1.0 ______ +li.0 -7.0 ______ 
-bO.7 +L0.7 +60.1 -81.1 +2.0 57.1 51.9 -81.1 0.0 81.1 +60.i -hO.7 +)O.7 
+)2.0 -L2.0 +21.0 ______ +21.0 -L2.0 

1.3 -1.3 --8i.i 

______ 
-81.1 +2.0 +57.1 

______ 
51.9 -81.1 0.0 81.1 81.1 +1.3 -1.3 

-6.0 
-12.0 +12.0 -.6.0 -12.0 +12.0 -6.0 +12.0 -12.0 --6.0 -12.0 +12.0 

-10.7 +10.7 75.1 
______ 
-81.1 12.O +69.1 +j59 -81.1 12.0 69.1 81.1 -10.7 1O.7 

--12.O -12.0 6.0 -6.0 +6.0 -3.0 -6.0 +6.0 -3.0 _____ 
1.3 -1.3 81.1 

_____ 
-81.1 +6.0 d-75.1 2.9 -81.1 6.0 75.1 78.1 -10.7 1O.7 

1.5 -1.5 0.8 1.6 -1.6 t9.8 3.1 -3.1 

1.3 -1.3 +81.1 
______ 
-81.1 +7.5 73.6 +)2.l -81.1 7.6 +735 +7.9 -7.6 7.6 

FIGURE 23. TRIAL ROOF BEkM DISTRIBUTIONS ' 

I-a 
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any given joint were treated as a single moment in the 

plastic niornent-distribution process. The total column 

raoment br the ei-ht column ends franiiig into the 

ninth-floor beams is equal to one-half of the ultinate 

lateral-load noment between the roof arid ninth floor plus 

one-half of the ultiniate lateral-load mo:nent between 

the eiRhth and ninth floors. ThIs total morient was 

obtained from Figure 17 and is equal to 

(4.8 ft.-kips +120 ft.-kips)/2 +8b. ft.-kips. One-fourth 

of this moment was assir"ned to the columns at each joint 

and was entered in the first lines of the plastic nornent 

distributions for the ninth floor as shown in Fiures 2J. 

and 2. The remainder of the procedure is the sarie es for 

the roof analysis. The distribution shown ici Figure 2L. 

was perfortned with nuch less work than a siiiilar distribu- 

tiorl for the roof beams (see ?iare 19). The reason for 

this is that the pattern established in Figure 19 was 

assumed to hold for the distribution of Figure 2L. This 

was found to be true by the distribution of Figure 2t. 

The M range for the beams was deterniined, trial beans 

were selected, and distributions for each of these oeams 

were performed as shown in Figure 26. The distribution 

for the 16 36 beam in Figure 26 was unnecessary because 

its plastic r1o1rLent value, 175.7 rt.-kipa, is greater than 

the maxir!luii reasonable M value, 175.0 ft.-kips. For this 



(1) 
(2) 

(3) 

( L) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

C 1) 

() 
(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

Jt. A ______ Beam AB Jt. B Beam BC Jt. C Beam CD Jt.D 
Cols. End Ctr. End Cols. End Ctr. End Cols. End Ctr. End Cols. 

2l.O 
-126.0 

+126.0 
-21.0 

+126.0 
l0.5 
-3.5 

-126.0 

-7.0 

21.0 
7.0 

l26.O 
-21.0 

l26.O 
i0.S 
-3.5 

-126.0 
-7.0 

+21.0 
7.0 

126.0 
-21.0 

+126.0 
+lO.S 

-3.5 

-126.0 
..o 

+21.0 
+112.0 

-105.0 105.0 +133.0 -133.0 +28.0 +1OS.0 133.0 -133.0 +26.0 105.0 133.0 
______ 
-133.0 +133.0 

FIGURE 2I. DISTRIBUTION FOR MINIMUM POSSIBLE M FOR NINTH-FLOOR BEANS 

Jt. A Beam AB Jt. B Beam BC Jt. C Beam CD Jt. D 
Cols. 

______ 
End Ctr. End Cols. End Ctr. End Cols. End Ctr. End Cols. 

+21.0 +126.0 +126.0 -126.0 21.O +126.0 126.O -126.0 21.0 +126.0 +126.0 -126.0 21.0 
-lL7.0 +73 -;o.o 29.0 -1L. -71.0 SO.O -2.0 

-25.0 -3.S +52.5 ______ 
-21.0 l7j.5 -176.0 +21.0 +15.5.0 76.0 -197.0 2l,0 +l76. +i5).5 

______ 
-21.0 21.O 

15.0 +30.0 -30.0 15.0 
+21.0 

______ 
-21.0 l7.5 -176.0 +21.0 +55 91.O -167.0 +21.0 +J6.o 169.5 

______ 
-21.0 +21.0 

+0.5 +1.0 _i.O +0.5 -1.6 +1.6 -0.8 
-O. 8 

+21.0 
______ 
-21.0 +175.0 -175.0 21.0 +i5).o 90.7 -168.6 21.0 +1!7.6 168.7 

______ 
-21.0 21.0 

FIGURE 25. DISTRIBUTION FOR MA)NUN REASONABLE M FOR NINTH-FLOOR BEANS 



(i) 

(2) 

(3) 

04) 

() 
(6) 

(7) 

(8 

(9 

(lo) 

(n) 
(12) 

(13) 

(i) 

(2) 

(3) 

( )4) 

(S) 

(6) 

(7) 

JI:.. A II Beam AB Jt. B Beam BC Jt. C Beam CD Jt. D 
Cols. End Ctr. End Cols. End Ctr. End Cols. End Ctr. End Cols. 

114 WF 3L (M 

+126.0 +126.0 -126.0 +21.0 126.O 126.0 -126.0 +21.0 21.O +126.0 l26.O -126.0 +21.0 
-lL7.0 -10.5 -21.0 +21.0 -21.0 +10. -21.0 +21.0 -21.0 +10.5 

-10.S _______ 
-126.0 

_______ 
+126.0 

_______ 
+115.5 

______ 
-1L7.0 

_______ 
+2.0 

_______ 
105.0 +126.0 

______ 
-1I7.0 

______ 
--2.Q 

_______ 
-'-105.0 

______ 
136.5 

______ 
-126.0 

_______ 
126.0 

7l.7 -71.7 35.9 -2.9 --)2.0 -39.1 l9.6 -2.9 -L2.0 +)j9 +35,9 71.7 -71.7 
-1.5 -1.5 -22.5 ______ 

-Sh.3 

______ 
+5)3 1L9.9 

______ 
-1)49.9 

______ 
+8.0 

_______ 
+65.9 +]J4.1 

______ 
-1i9.9 

______ 
0.0 

______ 
+]J99 1L9.9 

______ 
-SL.3 

_______ 
+5)3 

-20.0 +20.0 -10.0 10.0 -10.0 +5.0 -10.0 +10.0 

_______ 2 s 

-S1.3 +53 119.9 -119.9 +6.o +85.9 
_______ 
+l3L.1 

_______ 
]J99 

______ 
10.0 139.9 +J99 3 +6L.3 

+0.2 -0.2 +0.1 -0.1 +0.1 -0.1 +0.1 -0.1 
+0.1 ______ 

-Sh.3 

_______ 
+5)3 

_______ 
1t9.9 

______ 
-1)49.9 

_______ 
+6.2 

_______ 
85.7 

______ 
+13L.2 

______ 
-119.9 

______ 
+99 

_______ 
+1!0.0 +99 

______ 
-6L.2 

_______ 
6L.2 

16 WF 36 (M 1757ik) 

126.0 +126.0 -126.0 2l.0 126.0 126.0 -126.0 +21.0 +21.0 +126.0 +126,0 -126.0 21.0 
-1L7.0 +73.5 -447.6 L7.6 -23.8 -21.0 +21.0 -10.5 +105.0 

-23.8 -10.5 ______ ______ +52.5 ______ _______ ______ 
+21.0 

______ 
-21.0 +175.7 

______ 
-173.6 

______ 
+21.0 

______ 
l73.6 92.) 

______ 
-1!7.0 +21.0 117.0 168.0 -21.0 21.0 

-0.7 -1.I *1.14 -0.7 -iL.0 +fl -7.0 
-7.0 ______ _____ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ 

+21.0 
______ 
-21.0 

______ 
+175.0 

______ 
-175.0 

______ 
21.0 

______ 
175.0 8L.L -161.0 +21.0 161.0 i61.o -21.0 21.0 

FIGURE 26. TRIAL NINTH-FLOOR BEAN DISTRIBUTIONS a' 
4:- 



Beam Jt. A Beam AB Jt. B Beam BC Jt. C Beam CD Jt. D 
Section Cols. End Ctr. End Cols. End Ctr. End Cols. 

_____ 
End Ctr. End Cols. 

Roof Beams 

l B l7. -.1O.7 +)O.7 +67.1 -67.1 +2,Q I3.l 65.9 -67.1 0.0 67.1 67.1 -LO.7 +)O.7 
lo WF 2 +1.3 -1.3 +81.1 -81.1 +7,5 73.6 )2.l -81.1 +7 +73 78.9 -7.6 7.6 

-F1oor Beams 
1)4 WF 3) +3 +]j99 -lL9.9 8.7 +l3).2 -lL9.9 +99 +]J +]J99 -6L.2 +6).2 
16 WF 36 +21.0 -21.0 +17.0 -175.0 2l.O +175.0 81d -161.0 +21.0 l6l.O +161.0 -21.0 +21.0 

8th-Floor Beams 
1L WF 3L -S14.3 +53 +fl99 -1L9.9 86.2 +61.7 +1)6.2 -1)49.9 +339 116.0 +j99 -88.2 +88.2 
16 WF 36 23.1 -23.1 l7.7 -l7.7 +3 131J 102.3 -168.0 +43 +12b.7 i68.0 -LU.3 +j3 

7th-Floor Beams 
16 WF 36 23.1 -23.1 17.7 -l7.7 68.3 +l07jj+flJ.3l..l68.0 68.3 +997 +i68.0 -68.3 +68.3 

6th-Floor Beams 
16 WE' 36 23.1 -23.1 17.7 -17.7 92.3 +83j1+l2.7...168.o 92.3 +77 +168.0 -92.3 +92.3 

th-Floor Beams 
16 WF 36 23.1 -23.1 l7.7 -l7.7 116.3 9.LI+lS9.3I-168.0 116.3 l.7 168.0 -116.3 116.3 

¿th-Floor Beanis 

16 WF 36 +23.1 -23.1 17.7 -l7.7 +l)0.3 +3) 10.3 -168.0 1!0.3 +27.7 +168.0 -i1.0.3 l0,3 
16 wF )40 96.0 -96.0 +200.0 -200.0 116.0 8L.0 +l3.0 -ii1.0 +li6.0 -2.0 +200.0 -116.0 116.0 

3rd-Floor Beams 
16 WE' hO +96.0 -96.0 +200.0 -200.0 190.S +95 +l6.8 -i6L.8 l90. -2.7 +159.6 -190.5 +190.5 
16 WF 1 166.9 -166.9 223.6 -223.6 l66.9 138.5 -168.0 166.9 1.1 +168.0 -166.9 166.9 

2nd-Floor Beams 
18 WF 55 32.8 -32.8 +307,0 -307.0 +326.5 -19.9 30l.1 -30L.6 +326.5 -20.9 +300.9 -307.0 +307.0 
18 WF 60 +123.8 -123.8 +337.0 -337.0 +289.6 +7 +279.9 -279.9 +289.6 -9.6 302.6 -289.6 +289.6 
21 WF 62 2L8.1 -2L8.l +37 +2j8.l 130.3 +230.6 -295.7 +2)8.l L7.6 +295.7 -2L8.1 2L8.1 

FIGURE 27. SUÌ1MARY 0F TRIAL BEAN DISTRIBUTIONS--LOADING I 
a.' 



trial beam, it was known in advance that the rnxirnum 

reasonable value for the coluuìs would be the same as 

the minimum possible column value. This distribution 
serves to substantiate what wa stated earlier regarding 

maximuri reasonable beam values; namely, that there 

would bú no advantage of providing a beam with an M value 

in excess of the maxiinwi reasonable value. 

ach of the final column moments shown In 

Piure 26 represents the total column r'ornent at its 
respective joint. To be consistent with the original 

assumption regarding the arbitrary assIgnment of lateral- 
load moments, t'ne total column moment, i.e., the algebraic 

aura oL the four f1ia1 coluian mouient a1ues or each trial 

beam of Figure 26, iust be divided between the cOluriïn 

above and below the ninth floor In proportion to the total 
lateral-load morents above and below this floor, This Is 

a requirement for the equilibrium condition of the 

columns. An additional equilibrium requirement is that 
the algebraic sum of the moments at each joint must be 

equal to zero. The total column moment at each joint 
cannot be changed without an equal and opposite change in 
the total beam moment at the same joint. *or the above 

reasons, the most logical division of colum moments is 
that obtained by dividin, the total column :ïoment at each 
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joint in proportion to the total lateral-load moments 
above and below the ninth floor. The pz'oportioning of 

column moments described above was done before the columns 

were designed. 

Similar distributions were made for all remain- 

ing floors, and the results are tabulated In Figure 27. 

The next step in this design was the analysis 

of the frame for loading condition II. The ultimate-load 

and the ultimate simple-beam moment diagrams for a typical 

roof beam are shown in Figure 28. 

133k 133k 133k 

¿ 

1 
6 spcs. 6'-O" 2'-O" 

Ultimate Loading 

U1tiiìate Simple-Beam Moment Diagram 

FIGURE 28 



Since there are no lateral loads included in 
loading condition II, the rnaxinurn reasonable plastic noment 

value required for the beams is such that the plastic 
moment value required for the colunins is zero. The equi- 

librium rnoraent diarani corresponding to this condition is 
shown in Figure 29. The naxiriuin ordinates for this montent 

dia'ran are lO6. ft.-kips. The ulnirathn possible M, value 

Lor the beams is simply equal to 79.9 ft.-klps, one-half 

of the maximum ordinate of the sirrple-bearn rnonent diagram. 

The equilibrium moment diagram for this condition is also 

shown in Figure 29. 

The logical trial beans are 10 IF 2 and 

12 WP 27. These beams have plastic moment values of 

81.1 ft.-kips and lOt..L ft.-kips, respectively. The 

distributions for the trIal beanis can be deterined almost 

by inspection, because the shape of any resulting moment 

diaízram is similar to that shown by the solid lines in 
Fiui'e 29. 

By utilizing what is known about the geometry 

of the moment diagrams of Figure 29, a simple relationship 
for the required colwnn in terms of the values of 

trial beams can be obtained. The moment diagram of 

Figure 30 is the same as the mouerit diagram for the beam 

"furnished' for span AB in Figure 29. In Figure 30, M is 
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equal to the p].a8tio moment value of a trial beam, M3 is 
the maximum ordinate of the simple-beam moment diagram, 

and M0 is the M value that must be furnished by the 

exterior columns to resist bending. M0 is equal and 

opposite to the moment, M, at the end of beam AB. 

Thus, M = -N0 M -2 

M0 = 2y -M 

= 2(2M .M3) M 

M0 3Mp 2M5, 

and when M0 0, M = 4M3 

L2_____ 

FIGURE 30 

o 

Before the columns were deained, the valuo 

obtained for M0 for each joint was divided by the number 

of columns at each joint to obtain the moment Lor each 

co lujun. 
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The abov'e relationship was used to obtain the 

column moments for each trial beaxu for each floor. The 

results are tabulated in Figure 31. 

For structures whose members would ultitnatelj 

fail by general yielding at plastic hinges, unbalanced live 

loads on adjacent continuous beams have no effect In redue- 

Ing the ultInate 1oad-carryin, capacity of any part of the 

structure. 

Column Design 

With the information available in Figures 27 and 

31, the columns can be desined. It was stated previously 

that A.I.S.C. specilications for olastic design in steel 

would be used when these specifications were applicable. 

These rules are specifically not applicable to the design 

of structures having more than two stories. The primary 

reason for the limited scope of A.I.S.C. specifications is 

the relatively high axial load to bending moment ratios 

which are more or less typical for columns of multi-story 

structures. These specifications, however, place no 

limitation ori axial load to bending moment ratios for 

columns of one- and twostorir frames. In the absence of 

other rules which do apply to the design of multi-story 

structures, the A.I.S.C. specifications were used. Since 

the behavior of columns with Iven axial loads, bending 

moments, and shears should be the sa'ie re;ardless of the 



Beam 
Section 

Jt. A Beam AB Jt. B Beam BC Jt. C ______ Beam CD Jt. D 
Cols. End Ctr. End Cols. End Ctr. End Cols. End Ctr. End Cols. 

Roof Beams 

lo WE' 2 -76.3 +76.3 +81.1 -81.1 C.0 +81.1 +78.7 -81.1 0.0 +81.1 8l.l -76.3 76.3 
12 WF 27 -6.3 6.3 lOh.L -iOt.L 0.0 iOL.L -lOL.L 0.0 +lOJ +]Jjj -6.3 6.3 

3rd to 9th-Floor Beams 

16 WF 36 -lhO.l lhO.l l7.7 -175.7 0.0 l7.7 l7.9 -l7.7 0.0 +175.7 157.9 -l1O.l +]J] 
16 WF LO -67.2 67.2 200.0 -200.0 0.0 +200.0 133.6 -200.0 0.0 +200.0 133.6 -67.2 67.2 
16 WF t 0.0 0.0 +250.2 -250.2 0.0 2S0.2 83.L -2O.2 0.0 2O.2 +2O.2 0.0 0.0 

2nd-Floor Beams 

18 WF -252.6 22.6 +307.0 -307.0 0.0 H307.O 279.8 +307.011 0.0 -307.0 +307.0 -22.6 2S2.6 
18 WF 60 -162.6 +162.6 +337.0 -337.0 0.0 I337.° +29.8 337.011 0.0 -337.0 +337.0 -162.6 +22.6 
21 WF 62 0.0 0.0 391.0 -391.0 0.0 f391.0 l9.8 391.Oj[ 0.0 -391.0 39l.0 0.0 0.0 

FIGURE 31. SU1MARY 0F TRIAL BEAN DISTRIBUTIONS--LOADING II 

-4 
t') 
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overall structural frame, this bas±s for column desip,n 

does not see3i unreasonable. 

The sequence of column desiçn was to design top 

columns first and to progress dornward. The reason for 

this is that the axial loads of the coluiins are dependent 

to some extent on the structural members selected above. 

The final selection of structural members is shown in 

Figure 32. A typical column desin calculation is given 

in the appendix. 

In almost all cases, the design of columns was 

governed by the empirical limitation iven below. 

2F L 

In this limitation, F is equal to the ultimate design 

load, Py is equal to the yield strength of the steel 
multiplied by the cross-sectional area of the column, L is 

the length of the column between floors, and r is the 

radius of gyration in the plane of bending. This 11cita- 

tion applies only to structures in which sideaway is not 

prevented by external means. 

The basIs for the above limitation has been 

partially conuirmed experimentally for certain limited 

ranges of L/r and P/Pg ratios, and further research Is now 

being conducted in an elíox't to provide a more systematic 

method for evaluating this factor over wider ranges of L/r 

and P/Pg ratios. 
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For the purpose of doternining the effect of the 

above limitation, coiwans were proportioned on the basis 

ol all A.I.S.C. rules with the exception of this limita- 

tion. The results are shown in Figure 33. A typical 

colurun desirn calculation is shown ini the appendix. 

Cone lus ions 

The intent 01' the colu.mr desirt limitation 'iven 

on pace 73 is to provide a means of preventing the posai- 
bility of failure by premature sidesway. This limitation 
is normally not a governin factor in the design of one- 

and two-story frames because L/p and P/Py ratios are 

usually rather low. When this limitation iS applied to 

the des1n of heavily loaded columns, the results seem to 

be ultraconservative. For exanp1e, the exterior cc1uns 

required (or the third floor were found to be li1. WF 111 

sections. The ultimate design moment and cxlal load are 

70.1 ft.-1ds and 3l alps, respectively. The plastic 

noment value, M, and the plastic axial load value, P, 

furnished by the 1 WF 111 column are, respectively, 
39 ft.-klps end 1,077 kips. The effective plastic Dment 

value, M0, of this column is L07 ft.-kips. Similarly, M 

for the second-floor exterior colu'ris Is (92 ft.-klps. At 

the joint formed by the third-floor beam and the second- 

and third-floor columns, the combined column M0 is equal 
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to 1,099 ft.-dps. This conbined effective column plastic 
moment must be sufficient to resist, as a probable maxi- 

mum, the plastic moment value, M 200 tt.-kips, of the 

third-floor beam. Thus, a large portion of the available 
plastic moment value of the columns appears to be unused. 

There is reason to believe that the premature 

sidesway limitation could e Ignored in the design of the 

columns for the frame shown in Figure 17. The L/r ratios 
ot the columns shown in Figure 32 are quite small, varying 

from about 20 to 3. Secondly, the design lateral loads 

are on the order of about two per cent of the :ravity 
loads. The lateral-load-carry1n capacity of the frame le 
greater than the design lateral loads because the loading 

including lateral loads did not govern the desin. 
Thirdly, the structural frame and its gravity loading are 

symmetrical about a vertical line mnidwa between Interior 
columns. These factors should have the effect of reducing 

any aidesway tendency to a ailnitnurri. 

In a discussion in A.I.S.C. specilications 
recardin the above limitation, it is stated that or a 

fixed-base column having a moderate slendernes3 ratio with 

respect to the axis of bending the reduction of load- 

carryim' capacity would be slI:ht. It is further stated 
that, since the magnitude of lateral force necessary to 

prevent premature sideaway is only about one to two 
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per cent of the direct coluiin load, the ultimate strength 

of an enclosed structure is seldom affected by the limita- 

tion under consideration (1, p. 17). 

The modiiied plastic moment-distribution process 

presented in this chapter represents a convenient method 

of plastic analysis for fraies of the type shown in 

Figure 17. 

The only approximation made In the foregoing 

plastic analysis was the simplification involving the 

arbitrary assignment 01 lateral-load moments. The 

a1ebraIc sum of the moments at the tops of any four 

columns of the same floor was assumed to be equal to the 

algebraic sum of the moments at the bottoms of the sama 

columns. This required that each of these alebraic 
totals be equal to one-half of the total lateral-load 

moment between floors. If the above asswription was 

exactly correct, the final moments at the top and bottom 

of any Individual column (in which plastic hinges would 

form at ultimate load) would be the same. As an indica- 

tion of the correctness of the above assumption, the 

final momenta of such columns are listed below. Moments 

are given in f t.-kips. 
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Mt0 14bottorn 

Ninth-Floor Columns 7.6 6.0 

Eighth-Floor Columns 15.0 17.0 

Seventh-Floor Columns 27.14 28.8 

Sixth-Floor Columns 39.5 140.6 

Fifth-Floor Columns 51.7 52.6 

Fourth-Floor Columna 63.7 614.6 

Third-Floor Columns 75.6 68.5 

Second-Floor Coluims 122.0 1140.8 

First-Floor Columns 185.7 1141.3 

The fact that l4/M was not exactly minimized would have no 

effect on the sizes of column sections. Even it loading 

condition I had governed the design, it is un1ike1 that 

any of the beanis could have been rethicei in size if l4/M 

had been exactly minimized. 

In addition to the short cuts previously 

mentioned, the final portion of the design con3isting of 

the selection Of structural members points up an addi- 

tional time-saving feature. In all columns with fairly 

large axial load to bending moment ratios, there is an 

excess of plastic moment-carrying capacity. For this 

reason, it was not necessary to select a number ol' trial 

beams to determine the most efficient structure. Beams 

selected on the basis of minimum possible plastic moment 

value make for the most economical desiczn. The plastic 



moment distributions performed for the purpose of deter- 

m.iriir maxinun reasonable values as well as those 

distributions for all but the s:nallest of bea:u sections 
could have been eliminated. 

The present A.I.S.C. specifications have the 

effect of requiring that at least some of the stresses at 
all column sections remain elastic up to ultinate load 

when axial load to bending moment ratios are large. This 

is true even if the premature sideaway lLri.tationi is 
neglected. This as to be expected because the maximum 

axial column load in any case is equal to six-tenths of P. 
The fact that the frame of Figure 32 has columns 

which are on the order 01 twice the size of the columns of 

Figure 33 suggests an economical building design within 
the limits of existing specifications. This would cousist 

of designing a building having two types of frames. One 

type would be that which was designed to resist some 

multiple of the lateral loads ::iven in Figure 17. Through 

rigid floor and roof systems, this frame would provide 

lateral support or additional frames identical to the 

frame of Figure 33. The minimum economical spacing of the 

lateral-load-resisting freines would be such that the 

premature sideaway limitation does not ,overn. In other 
words, the lateral loads that should be resisted by this 

type ol' frne would have the effect of decreasing the 
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axial load to bending moment ratlos so that the premature 

sid.eswsy li:ltatlon would not overn. This could be done 

by using columns having approximately the sarria size as 

those shown in Figure 32. The beams, however, would have 

to be Increased in size. 
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COLUMN D3IGN NOiIENCLATURE 

In the sample column calculations ori the Íol].ow- 

Ing ti'io pa,es, a column section was first assuíiied arid its 

properties were listed. The nomenclature for these 

properties and other terns used in the colutin desin 

fornu1as is iven below. 

= Plastic bending moment in the plane of 
bending 

= Area of column cross section multiplied 
by the yield stress (33,000 pounds per 
square inch) 

d/w = Depth of column section divided by the 
web thickness 

r Radius of gyration in the plane of bending 

ry Radius of gyration in the plane normal to 
the plane of bending 

.M Effective plastic moment, reduced from 
because of axial load 

= Parameter in terms of L/r (Case II 
columns) 

Parameter In terms of L/r1 (Caso II 
columns) 



SAMPLE COLUMN DESIGN CALCULATION - IN ACLOP1DANCE 

WITH ALL A.I.S.C. SPECI'ICATIONS 

(Third-Floor Exterior Columns - Loading II) 

Assume iL WF ilt. Column 

= 39tk 

'- 

p = 1077k 

d/w = 26.6 

= 6.23" 

= 3.73" 

p 
- = 0.326 

L - 1 
- 6.23" = 23.1 

Case II Column Formula Applies 

= B -Gi- 
Mp Py 

= (39ik)(i.]43 -1.189 x 0.326) = 07tk 

OK, greater than 731tk 

Sidesway Li:nitation 

+ L = (2) (0.326) +24.1 = 0.982 
Py 7Orx 

OK, less than 1.00 

Select W 111 Columns 



SAMPLE COLUMN DESIGN CALCULATION - ASI.S.C. 

PREMATURE SIDESWAY LIMITATION IGNORED 

(Third-Floor Exterior Columns - Loadin,g II) 

351,2k 
Assume 

M 

70,k p = 

d/w = 

L12' r 

ry - 

P - 

k 3l.2 - 

1L TF 61 Column 

282!k 

36.8 

93tt 

O 93, OK, less than 0.60 

____ = 

Case II Column Formula Applies 

= B - 
M 

M0 = (282'k)(l.lL1J. -1.191 x 0.593) = l23.8fk 

OK, greater than 70]k 

Select iL WI i Columns 


